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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW:  SERGIO GARCIA      
September 3, 2016 
 

 

 

Q.  Sergio, two-round total of 6 under par.  What's pleased you most about your play 

over those first two rounds? 

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  Driven the ball quite well.  I hit most of my irons quite well, but some 

not-too-good ones.  But overall it's been fairly good.  I've obviously missed some good 

chances yesterday and today, but I'm happy with where I am. 

 

Q.  Look at the highlights, the putt at 10 here.  How well are the greens rolling today?   

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  Well, yesterday they were great, even in the afternoon.  Even after the 

rain on Thursday they're still rolling really nicely.  Today, this morning they've been even 

better than yesterday afternoon.   

 

If you hit a good putt and you get the right read, they're quite fast so a lot of putts are 

breaking a lot.  I missed some putts on the low side but overall it's good. 

 

Q.  Quite an adventurous par at the last hole.  I'll show you the put, but what about 

that little chip from the edge of the green? 

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  I hit a good second shot.  Unfortunately the second shot just came out 

really, really -- it came out a lot faster than I thought.  Left myself a bad chip, which I thought 

I hit really good into the bank and for some reason just didn't pop up and went over the 

green.  I had a horrible lie right into the grain, kind of nestled between the first cut in the 

rough.  Was just trying to kind of bump it and let it roll and some grass got caught in the 

middle and moved it like a foot and a half.  Fortunately for me I made the putt. 

 

Q.  You did make the putt, otherwise I wouldn't be talking to you about it probably.  

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  I know.   

 

Q.  Let me show you a Ryder Cup highlight.  Obviously the Ryder Cup is coming up.  

This is a putt from your win over Jim Furyk in the singles last time.  How excited 

about the fact that it's less than a month away now? 

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  Yeah, I know, it's great.  I remember that putt.  16th hole, that was for 

eagle to go 1-up I think.  Yeah, it's always exciting now around the Ryder Cup.  It's going to 

be fun.  It's going to be tough but we're really looking forward to it. 

 

Q.  Sergio, back-to-back rounds of 68.  How pleased are you with your position 

halfway through? 
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SERGIO GARCIA:  Yeah, I mean obviously it's good position.  I think I definitely could have 

been better.  I haven't really made too many putts yesterday more than anything; today I 

made a couple here and there.  You know, the course is still challenging.  The greens are 

great, they're very fast SO some of the putts have a lot of break and they're not easy to hole 

so it's a decent position. 

 

Q.  Big stretch, big month of golf for you.  How fresh are you, what's the state of your 

game as you've got four big weeks on tap? 

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  Yeah, I'm excited about it.  Obviously some big weeks coming with the 

Ryder Cup finishing it off so I'm definitely excited about it. 

 

I think my game is okay.  It's not great, but hopefully as the week goes on it will get better 

and better.  You know, should be fun. 

 

Q.  Talk about your 18th today.  What did you use on that first shot? 

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  The first shot?  Driver. 

 

Q.  No, no, on the green, just off the green. 

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  Yeah, I mean I thought I hit a great chip from the left side of the green 

and unfortunately it didn't react like I thought it would.  It just -- I just got a terrible lie there.  I 

was in a hole, into the grain between the first cut and the rough, a lot of grass in between the 

ball and the club.  I was just trying to pop it out with a putter and let it roll and obviously the 

grass got caught in the way and it just went nowhere.  So very happy at least I was able to 

make the par putt. 

 

Q.  How do you feel with where you stand right now? 

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  Well, I'm not going to lie, I would like to be a little bit better.  Felt like I 

played quite nicely yesterday, I played better than today but didn't really get anything out of 

my round.  But I think overall it's not a bad position and we'll need a couple good last two 

days. 

 

Q.  You might have to bring your umbrella.  

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  Well, it looks like it.  I'm sure I won't be the only one. 

 

Q.  (Inaudible)  

 

SERGIO GARCIA:  At the end of the day I don't have anything against Deutsche Bank or 

Boston.  I'm 36, I travel a lot.  I don't live here in the U.S. and I play the European Tour, so I 

travel a lot more than most of the guys that are here.  So I need to pick my rest here and 
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there.  Obviously this year it fit nicely to come to Boston, but if it doesn't fit, unfortunately I'm 

going to take it off. 

 

Obviously my health and the way I feel, for me it's more important than winning $10 million 

for the FedExCup, which is great, but I would rather be feeling the way I want to feel than 

play too many weeks in a row. 
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